Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a leading pediatric pathogen that is responsible for a majority of infant hospitalizations due to viral disease. Despite its clinical importance, no vaccine prophylaxis against RSV disease or effective antiviral therapeutic is available. In this study, we established a robust high-throughput drug screening protocol by using a recombinant RSV reporter virus to expand the pool of RSV inhibitor candidates. Mechanistic characterization revealed that a potent newly identified inhibitor class blocks viral entry through specific targeting of the RSV fusion (F) protein. Resistance against this class was induced and revealed overlapping hotspots with diverse, previously identified RSV entry blockers at different stages of preclinical and clinical development. A structural and biochemical assessment of the mechanism of unique, broad RSV cross-resistance against structurally distinct entry inhibitors demonstrated that individual escape hotspots are located in immediate physical proximity in the metastable conformation of RSV F and that the resistance mutations lower the barrier for prefusion F triggering, resulting in an accelerated RSV entry kinetics. One resistant RSV recombinant remained fully pathogenic in a mouse model of RSV infection. By identifying molecular determinants governing the RSV entry machinery, this study spotlights a molecular mechanism of broad RSV resistance against entry inhibition that may affect the impact of diverse viral entry inhibitors presently considered for clinical use and outlines a proactive design for future RSV drug discovery campaigns.
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antiviral drugs | drug resistance R espiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a member of the paramyxovirus family, which consists of mostly highly contagious nonsegmented, negative polarity RNA viruses that spread through the respiratory route. RSV disease is the leading cause of virus infection-induced death among children less than 1 year of age (1) and can be life-threatening to the elderly and the immunocompromised (2, 3) . Reinfection with RSV can occur throughout life (4), but infants born prematurely, or with bronchopulmonary dysplasia or a congenital heart defect, are at highest risk of developing severe disease (5) . In a typical case, initial RSV infection of airway epithelia cells is followed by rapid spread from the nasopharynx to the lower airways that can affect respiratory function through excessive mucus, necrotic epithelial debris, and inflammatory cells obstructing the airways (6, 7) .
Attempts to develop an effective RSV vaccine have been fruitless thus far, because the virus is poorly immunogenic overall and neutralizing antibody titers wane quickly after infection (4) . Although ribavirin was approved for RSV treatment, clinical use is minimal because of efficacy and toxicity issues (8, 9) . The humanized neutralizing antibody palivizumab is used for immunoprophylaxis of high-risk pediatric patients, but high costs prohibit broad-scale implementation (5, (10) (11) (12) (13) .
Clinical disease associated with infection by several paramyxoviruses such as mumps virus or measles virus (MeV) originate predominantly from immunopathogenic effects, which makes therapeutic treatment challenging, because viral replication is typically immune-controlled and titers decline when symptoms become manifest (14, 15) . In the case of RSV infection, however, several studies have suggested that pathogenesis is not the result of host immunopathology alone. Rather, higher viral loads were recognized as a predictor for severe lower respiratory infection in infants (16) , and RSV titers on day three of hospitalization were indicative for increased need for intensive care in hospitalized children less than 2 y old (17) . These observations suggest that efficacious therapeutics given early to hospitalized children may improve downstream morbidity and reduce immunopathology, opening a window for improved disease management and making RSV a premier target for drug discovery campaigns.
RSV particles are wrapped by a lipid envelope that contains two integral membrane glycoproteins, the attachment (G) and F proteins (4) . Although G acts as a major virulence factor (18) , the F protein alone is capable of mediating particle docking to target cells and membrane fusion (19, 20) . Consistent with this central role of F in initiating RSV infection, the protein emerged as a major target of small-molecule RSV inhibitors, since recent open screens identified several structurally distinct classes of RSV entry blockers (21) (22) (23) (24) . Spotlighted by the benefit of the
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Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) causes major disease in pediatric and elderly patients, urging the development of efficacious therapeutics. This study establishes a recombinant RSV reporter strain for drug discovery and identifies an entry inhibitor class targeting the viral fusion (F) protein. Biochemical, structural, and functional characterization of the inhibitor spotlights two microdomains governing the conformational stability of prefusion F. Mutations in these domains cause broad cross-resistance against the compound and RSV entry inhibitors in preclinical and clinical development, without mandatory loss of in vivo pathogenicity, challenging the possible clinical benefit of current RSV entry inhibitor classes. Anti-RSV campaigns should better target postentry steps or proactively circumvent resistance to entry inhibition. The resistant RSV reporter strain developed here establishes a strategy toward this goal.
peptidic HIV entry inhibitor Fuzeon, interference with viral entry represents a clinically viable antiviral strategy (25) .
High-resolution structures of RSV F trimers were solved in both the metastable prefusion (26) and final postfusion (27, 28) conformations, and show the hallmarks of class I viral fusion proteins: Each F monomer features two helical heptad repeat (HR) domains, one (HR-A) located adjacent to a membrane attack domain, the fusion peptide, and the other (HR-B) flanking the transmembrane domain. Although the HR-A is broken up into multiple distinct segments in the prefusion structure, triggering of the entry machinery leads to the assembly of an elongated HR-A triple-helix, insertion of the fusion peptide into the target membrane, and folding of the HR-B helices into the groves of the HR-A coiled coil. In the resulting thermodynamically highly stable six-helix bundle (6HB) structure, the fusion peptides and transmembrane domains and, thus, the target and donor membranes, are brought into close proximity (29) . Based on the appearance of resistance mutations in F protein HR domains and biochemical evidence, some of the most advanced RSV entry inhibitors were suggested to prevent the creation of fusion pores through competitive interference with 6HB closure (21, 30) .
Here, we describe a previously unidentified structural class of small-molecule RSV entry inhibitors through the development and implementation of an automated drug-screening assay. Resistance mutations located to two hotspots in the RSV F protein, setting the stage for a structural and mechanistic characterization of viral escape through molecular modeling, biochemical assays, and the generation of genetically controlled resistant RSV recombinants. Our results highlight molecular determinants that control triggering of the RSV membrane fusion machinery and outline a cross-resistance mechanism for broad RSV escape from structurally diverse entry inhibitors. We assessed the effect of resistance on viral pathogenesis in a small animal model of RSV infection to determine whether this escape mechanism may jeopardize the therapeutic potential of RSV drug candidates considered for clinical use (31) .
Results
To identify novel anti-RSV drug candidates, we screened a 10,000-entry small-molecule library against a previously generated recombinant (rec) RSV strain harboring an additional transcription unit encoding for renilla luciferase (32, 33) . Applying recently established assay conditions for automated antiparamyxovirus drug screens (33) , this exercise returned a hit candidate pool of 17 compounds, each with a primary screening score exceeding 10 times the overall SD of the assay. (Fig. 1A) .
Two-concentration counterscreens and cytotoxicity testing yielded two candidates that showed >90% RSV inhibition at one-10th (0.5 μM) of the original screening concentration (Fig.  1B) . Based on structural considerations and cytotoxicity profiles, of these, GPAR-3710 was sourced for structure-integrity verification. The sourced compound combined low cytotoxicity with target-specific and dose-dependent inhibition of different RSV strains with active concentrations in the nanomolar to low micromolar range (Fig. 1C and Fig. S1 ).
A Previously Unidentified Chemical Class of Small-Molecule RSV Entry
Inhibitors. For mechanistic characterization, we first subjected GPAR-3710 to a time-of-addition study to narrow the step in the viral life cycle blocked by the compound. Maximal inhibition of virus replication was observed only when we added the compound at the time of infection, whereas essentially all antiviral activity was lost when GPAR-3710 was administered later than 4 h after infection ( Fig. 2A) . By comparison, a pan inhibitor of myxovirus polymerase function previously developed by our group, JMN3-003 (34), remained potently inhibitory even when added 8 h after infection. This time-of-addition profile points toward inhibition of virus attachment or cell entry by the compound. For crossexamination, we tested GPAR-3710 in two plasmid-based reporter assays that specifically measure bioactivity of the viral entry (35) and polymerase (36) machinery, respectively. RSV F protein-mediated membrane fusion activity was specifically and potently inhibited by the compound in these assays (Fig. 2B) , whereas activity of the viral RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase (RdRp) complex remained unaffected (Fig. 2C) . The perceived higher potency of the compound against live virus than transiently expressed F protein (99% inhibition in Fig. 1C vs. 80% inhibition in Fig. 2B ) most likely originates from the potentiating effect of repeat opportunities for compound interference presented during multiple-step virus replication.
To directly monitor the effect of the inhibitor on the rate of viral entry, we established a quantitative RSV entry assay that monitors virus-to-cell fusion in near real time (Fig. 2D) . RSV particles were spin-inoculated on a monolayer of cells expressing either the amino-or carboxyl-terminal halves of an eGFP-renilla luciferase chimeric protein (37) . Simultaneous fusion of the incoming viral particles with two adjacent target cells results in cell content mixing, restoring eGFP fluorescence, and renilla luciferase activity. When executed in the presence of increasing GPAR-3710 concentrations, this assay revealed a significant, dose-dependent reduction of the RSV entry rate by the compound (Fig. 2D ). Taken together, these observations characterize the GPAR-3710 scaffold as a previously unidentified class of small-molecule RSV entry inhibitors.
Escape Mutations Locate to the RSV F Protein. As a hallmark for pathogen-directed antiviral compounds, the experimental induction of viral escape from inhibition is typically straightforward, and resistance mutations usually locate to the viral protein physically targeted by the compound. We provoked RSV escape from GPAR-3710 inhibition through gradual adaptation to growth in the presence of increasing compound concentrations. Robust resistance-defined by viral growth in the presence of 30 μM (>200× EC 50 concentration) of the compound-reliably appeared within a 30-d adaptation period. We concentrated on the viral entry machinery in search for the molecular basis for escape and determined the F protein sequences of six independently adapted RSV strains. Candidate mutations were rebuilt in an expression plasmid encoding the RSV line19 (L19) F protein (38) through directed mutagenesis, followed by firstpass resistance testing in transient cell-to-cell fusion assays carried out in the presence of the compound (Fig. S2) .
In each of the six strains, we identified a single point mutation in the F protein that contributed to the phenotype (Fig. 3A) . The mutations clustered in two linear microdomains (400 and 489) of RSV F, spanning residues 400-401 and 486-489, respectively. Mutations D401E and D489E were selected for transient cell-tocell fusion assays in the presence and absence of the compound. In addition, we generated and analyzed an F D401E/D489E -double mutant construct. All mutant F were hyperfusogenic compared with the standard L19-F protein (Fig. 3B ). Particularly robust resistance was observed when the D489E mutation was present.
To verify the role in escape in the context of viral infection, we transferred the mutant F constructs into the genetically controlled cDNA background of a recombinant RSV A2, harboring the L19-F protein (32) . In addition, we generated a cDNA construct containing the F D401E/D489E double-mutant in the place of parental L19-F. All three mutant recRSVs were recovered successfully and showed resistance to GPAR-3710, based on efficient spread through cell monolayers in the presence of the compound (Fig. 3C ). They all also showed accelerated growth rates compared with standard recRSV A2-L19F (Fig. 3D ).
Structural Basis for Cross-Resistance Against Diverse RSV F Inhibitors.
Previous anti-RSV drug discovery campaigns have yielded several structurally distinct, highly potent small-molecule entry inhibitor classes that reportedly likewise induced escape mutations in the F 392-401 and/or 486-489 microdomains (Table S1 ). Lead analogs of some of these inhibitor classes are at different stages of preclinical and clinical development. To quantify viral resistance, we generated dose-response curves for GPAR-3710 and, for comparison, a developmentally advanced RSV entry inhibitor, BMS-433771, against the three RSV recombinants (31) . Mutations in either microdomain resulted in a more than 100-fold increased extrapolated EC 90 concentration for either compound (Fig. 4A) , confirming robust resistance.
Based on a biochemical target analysis, it was proposed that BMS-433771 populates a hydrophobic pocket in the HR-A triple helix that contains residue 489, preventing assembly of the 6HB fusion core during F refolding into its postfusion conformation (30) . Surprisingly, however, both resistance domains map to opposing ends of the rod-like postfusion F structure, separated by ∼100 Å from each other (Fig. 4B) . Recently, the structure of RSV F was solved also in the in the metastable prefusion state (26) . When we localized the hotspots in this structure, we found residues 401 and 489 to be positioned in close proximity of each other (<10 Å) at the base of the head domain in prefusion F (Fig. 4C) . The close proximity of individual resistance hotspots in prefusion F was not limited to escape mutants specifically identified through viral adaptation to GPAR-3710, because both the F 392-394 and 399-401 microdomains are likewise located in immediate proximity to residues 486-489 in prefusion F (Fig. S3) . Prompted by proximity of both resistance hotspots in prefusion F and the accelerated growth rates of the RSV recombinants, we asked whether mutations in either microdomain affect prefusion F refolding rates. Using the kinetic cell-to-cell fusion assay, we assessed the rates of fusion pore formation mediated by the different F mutants. At physiological temperature, maximal fusion rates of all three F mutants were increased compared with that of standard F (Fig. 5 A and B) . To fully appreciate the altered refolding kinetics of the mutated F variants, we determined fusion rates under reduced energy conditions (32°C incubation temperature). Then, none of the individual mutations showed a statistically significant accelerating effect on fusion kinetics. In contrast, the F D401E/D489E double mutation significantly boosted the fusion rate at 32°C, indicating a temperature-sensitive phenotype ( Fig. 5 B and C) .
A densitometric analysis of whole-cell lysates and cell surfaceexpressed F material and immunoblotting demonstrated enhanced cell surface steady-state levels of the F D489E mutant compared with standard RSV L19-F (Fig. 5D) . However, levels of the F D401E/D489E double mutant were slightly lower than those of F D489E , and intracellular transport rates of the double mutant and standard F remained essentially identical when cells were incubated at 32°C (Fig. 5E ).
These results suggest that higher bioactivity of the double mutant does not result from increased surface expression but indicate a synergistic effect of changes in each resistance hotspot on F bioactivity. To assess the broader applicability of this resistance model, we inversed the inhibitor/escape mutant combination by generating F-K394R and F-D489Y substitutions (reportedly mediating resistance to BMS-433771; Table S1 ) and testing resistance of these F constructs to inhibition by GPAR-3710. Each of these mutations caused a hyperfusogenic phenotype and mediated cross-resistance against GPAR-3710 (Fig. S4  A-D) . Remarkably, also an F-F140I substitution increased F cellto-cell fusion activity and resulted in resistance to GPAR-3710 (Fig. S4A) . This mutation is located in the F fusion peptide region and was previously reported only in conjunction with resistance to BMS-433771. Our results suggest that these fusion peptide mutations phenocopy the effect of substitutions in the F 392-401 and 486-489 microdomains, resulting in cross-resistance to diverse entry inhibitors.
Effect of Resistance Mutations on Viral Pathogenicity. To test whether a reduced structural stability of the mutated prefusion F constitutes the underlying mechanism for resistance, we adapted to RSV F a recently established class I viral envelope protein fusion-core assay that biochemically monitors the formation of the thermodynamically stable 6HB fusion core (39) , which is indicative of fusion protein refolding into the postfusion conformation. Intact F trimers were natively extracted from gradient-purified viral particles, followed by gel fractionation under mildly denaturing, nonreducing conditions. Presence of the stable 6HB core in postfusion F complexes should be reflected by predominant migration of the extracted material as homotrimers, whereas metastable prefusion F trimers have a higher propensity to disintegrate. Thermal refolding of standard prefusion F into the postfusion conformation through brief heat shock of particles at increasing temperatures before extraction resulted in a gradual surge in trimeric material (Fig. S5) .
When we examined standard F and the three drug resistant mutants in this assay, the mutant trimers predominantly migrated as stable trimers, whereas standard F was mostly monomeric (Fig. 6A) .
These findings spotlight that the resistance mutations reduce the structural stability of prefusion F complexes. To test whether this phenotype is mirrored by increased sensitivity of the recombinant virions to thermal inactivation, we subjected virus preparations to a 24-h incubation step at different temperatures in the absence of target cells. The individual mutant strains showed an intermediate but significant reduction in titers compared with standard recRSV after incubation at 32-39°C (recRSV A2-L19F D401E ) or 39°C (recRSV A2-L19F D489E ), respectively (Fig. 6B) . Moreover, temperature sensitivity was most pronounced in the case of the recRSV A2-L19F D401E/D489E double mutant, because titers of this strain were significantly lower over the whole temperature range assessed. Recombinant RSV harboring the resistance mutations specifically reported for BMS-433771 (recRSV A2-L19F K394R and recRSV A2-L19F D489Y ) showed analogous phenotypes when subjected to these assays ( Fig.  S6 A and B) , underscoring the broader applicability of this escape mechanism from entry inhibitors.
Heightened thermosensitivity may coincide with lowered viral fitness in vivo, which could render drug-resistant variants clinically insignificant. We used an established mouse model for RSV infection (40) to assess pathogenicity of the mutant viruses. Only the two recombinants expressing single-mutant F variants that had emerged spontaneously during adaptation were subjected to this study. Lung titers of BALB/cJ mice infected with recRSV A2-L19F D489E were slightly reduced compared with animals exposed to standard recRSV (Fig. 6C) . However, viral loads of animals infected with recRSV A2-L19F D401E remained unchanged.
The induction of extensive mucus production is one of the key features associated with RSV pathogenesis (41) and serves as an indicator for the severity of RSV disease in the mouse model (38, 42) . When we infected animals with the two mutant recombinants and standard recRSV, the recRSV A2-L9F D489E mutant was only slightly mucogenic compared with mock-infected mice (Fig. 6D) . In contrast, the recRSV A2-L19F D401E recombinant showed strong mucus induction at a level at least equivalent to that seen in lungs of animals infected with parental recRSV A2-L19F. Taken together, these results demonstrate that the individual F mutations, which each mediate robust resistance of recombinant RSV to diverse entry inhibitors, are not mandatorily associated with reduced viral pathogenesis in vivo.
Discussion
As a leading cause for infant hospitalization from viral respiratory disease, RSV has emerged in the past decade as a major target for the development of novel vaccines and therapeutics. Although formalin-inactivated RSV vaccines and subunit vaccines based on the G and F viral glycoproteins were associated in several past trials with disease enhancement (43) (44) (45) (46) , live attenuated vaccine candidates tested to date were-although safe in infants-poorly immunogenic, reflected by insufficient neutralizing antibody titers (47) . Antiviral therapeutics may ameliorate disease in high-risk pediatric patients and possibly the elderly, especially because viral load in the early phase of clinical disease was found predictive for the severity of disease progression and the risk of life-threatening complications (16, 17) .
Large-scale screening campaigns to identify novel therapeutic candidates against RSV were compromised thus far by the lack of appropriate reporter strains that were developed for robust automated drug discovery assays. Our study demonstrates the value of the recombinant RSV strain expressing renilla luciferase that we recently generated (32) for this task. Major advantages over conventional RSV-based assays explored for high-throughput campaigns are the broad dynamic range of the luciferase reporter; the availability of a full set of subinfection assays for MOA characterization that are genetically matched to the screening strain; the option to readily assess resistance in genetically controlled viral recombinants by using an efficient reverse genetics system; and the high pathogenicity of the reporter strain in the mouse model compared with standard laboratory RSV strains (40) , opening a straightforward path toward small-animal efficacy testing of lead candidates.
By design, the high-throughput assay developed for our screen has a higher propensity to identify early and intermediate stage inhibitors of the viral life cycle (i.e., inhibitors of viral attachment, fusion, and viral polymerase activity) than blockers of viral assembly and egress, because the latter would act downstream of luciferase reporter expression. Consistent with this assumption, the protocol yielded as the most prominent hit candidate a previously unidentified RSV-specific virus entry inhibitor class when tested in a 10,000-compound proof-of-concept campaign. Characterization of the hit compound in infection and subinfection reporter assays and tracing of resistance to point mutations in the viral F protein confirmed interference with an F-mediated membrane merger as the underlying mechanism of anti-RSV activity. The RSV entry machinery emerges as highly susceptible to inhibition by small-molecule inhibitors, because structurally distinct lead compounds identified in several independent drug discovery campaigns all block membrane fusion (21) (22) (23) (24) . Possible reasons for this prevalence may include that entry inhibition poses lower demands on the compound than other inhibition strategies, because it does not mandate plasma membrane permeability of the inhibitor. In addition, paramyxovirus F proteins are comparably large in size and undergo-like other class I viral fusion proteins (29)-complex conformational rearrangements to mediate membrane merger. Combined, the result is the presentation of multiple druggable targets for small-molecule interference. In contrast to the F proteins of most members of the paramyxovirus family (48), RSV F is capable of mediating not only fusion but also viral attachment (19, 20) , which may further broaden the spectrum of possible drug targets.
Five of the previously identified RSV entry inhibitors were synthetically developed to therapeutic candidate level and are at different stages of preclinical and clinical assessment (21) (22) (23) (24) 31) . Photoaffinity labeling assays implied physical binding of compounds representing two different inhibitor classes to F residue Y198 (21, 30) , which is located in the HR-A domain and was proposed to reside in the immediate vicinity of HR-B residue D489 in a hydrophobic pocket in the final 6HB fusion core (illustrated in Fig. S7 ). In addition to these two classes, resistance hotspots were determined also for the remaining three scaffolds and, in analogy to our characterization of GPAR-3710, in all cases included F residues in the 400 and/or 489 microdomains (22, 24) . Although recognized as surprising that distinct chemical inhibitor classes supposedly target the same F microdomain with high affinity (30) , previous studies concluded that all of these diverse compounds prevent RSV entry through docking into the same hydrophobic cavity around residue Y198 in the central HR-A triple helix (21, 30) , which emerges transiently during assembly of the 6HB structure. Curiously, none of the resistance mutations reported for any of these compounds maps to HR-A residues that surround Y198 and are implicated in forming the proposed target cavity, or any other position in the HR-A domain. However, this hypothesis was developed before the prefusion RSV F structure was solved, and previous work did not consider possible effects of resistance mutations on the conformational stability of prefusion F or the kinetics of viral entry.
Although biochemical data reveal direct binding of two inhibitor classes to F residue Y198 (21, 30) , we propose based on three major lines of evidence-structural insight, biochemical characterization, and functional data-that unprecedented broad cross-resistance of RSV against multiple structurally diverse entry inhibitors is based on indirect escape. First, compound docking into postfusion RSV F structures failed to provide a mechanistic explanation for the hotspot around F residues 392-401 in resistance (30) . We demonstrate that the 400 and 489 microdomains are located at opposing ends of the postfusion F structure, but are posited in close proximity to each other at the intersection of stalk and head domain in prefusion F. Interestingly, several studies investigating related paramyxovirus F proteins have identified this network of noncovalent interactions between prefusion F stalk and head as a major determinant for controlling the conformational stability of the trimer (49, 50) . We have furthermore demonstrated that point mutations in this region confer resistance against a small-molecule entry inhibitor of MeV that we have developed (51) . Second, point mutations in either of the two resistance hotspots reduced the structural stability of the prefusion RSV F trimer in biochemical assays and resulted in enhanced spontaneous viral inactivation rates in the absence of target cells. Third, membrane fusion rates of resistant F proteins were enhanced compared with those of the parent trimer, indicating accelerated refolding of the complex from the prefusion into the stable postfusion conformation.
Taken together, these observations spotlight an effective mechanism of secondary RSV resistance, in which escape mutations accumulate in F microdomains that govern the structural stability of the prefusion complex. Refolding rates of these conformationally destabilized mutant F trimers are enhanced, resulting in a hyperfusogenic phenotype and, possibly, a narrowed window of opportunity for small-molecule docking and interference with F trimer rearrangements leading to fusion pore formation. Different escape pathways were also identified for HIV resistance to the peptidic entry inhibitor Fuzeon (52, 53) . However, Fuzeon escape did not coincide with resistance to other entry inhibitors (54) . Broad cross-resistance against a structurally highly diverse panel of entry inhibitors appears unique to RSV F and may amount to a substantial obstacle in the clinic.
Despite the reduction in prefusion F conformational stability, fitness of one of the resistant recRSVs was unchanged compared with the standard recRSV in a mouse pathogenesis model, whereas the other was appreciably attenuated. Recently established, this mouse model using the recRSV A2-L19F strain exhibits higher lung viral loads, more airway mucus, and more severe respiratory distress than both the parental A2 and line 19 strains (38, 42) , recapitulating key clinical parameters of infant RSV bronchiolitis (38, 40, 55) . Although it is not determined yet whether pathogenicity of a resistant RSV-F D401E would be equally unchanged in the human host, efficient replication in particular of this recombinant in the mouse model raises concern that resistance mutations in the hotspot around F residue 400 could become prevalent in circulating RSV strains should any of these entry inhibitor classes experience broad clinical use.
Our data thus indicate that RSV entry inhibitors currently considered for clinical use are at risk to lose therapeutic benefit in the clinic because of rapidly emerging viral resistance. We propose that future RSV drug discovery campaigns are better directed at inhibiting postentry steps of viral replication or be proactively designed to conceptually circumvent broad cross-resistance against entry inhibitors. For instance, using the resistant recRSV A2-L19F D489E -renilla virus described in this study as the screening agent should have a high propensity to yield hit candidates that either act postentry or, if mechanistically possible, block viral entry without being compromised by cross-resistance.
Materials and Methods
Cell Culture, Transfection, and Virus Stocks. All cell lines were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 7.5% (vol/vol) FBS at 37°C and 5% CO 2 . Baby hamster kidney (BHK21) cells stably expressing T7 polymerase (BSR-T7/5 cells) were incubated at every third passage in the presence of 500 μg/mL G-418 (Geneticin). Cell transfections were carried out by using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) or GeneJuice reagent (EMD Millipore). Standard RSV virus stocks were prepared by infecting HEp-2 cells (ATCC HB-8065) at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.01 pfu per cell at 37°C, followed by incubation at 32°C for 7-9 d. Cell-associated progeny virus was released through one freeze/thaw cycle, and titers were determined by TCID 50 titration or immunoplaque assay as described (56) . RecRSV-ren stocks were purified through ultracentrifugation through a 20%/60% (wt/vol) one-step sucrose gradient (90 min at 100,000 × g, 4°C). The virus-containing fraction was diluted in 1 mM Tris at pH 7.2, 100 mM NaCl, and 10 mM EDTA (TNE buffer), pelleted at 60,000 × g for 30 min at 4°C, and resuspended in TNE buffer.
Generation and Recovery of Recombinant RSV. Point mutations were introduced through directed mutagenesis into a shuttle vector containing the RSV L19-F ORF, followed by transfer of the modified SacII/SalI line19 F fragment into pSynkRSV A2-L19F-renilla or pSynkRSV A2-L19F-mKate2 (32) . Recombinants were recovered as described (32) and subjected to RT-PCR and cDNA sequencing for confirmation of specific point mutations.
Compounds. All compounds were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and stored at −80°C. Sourced compounds were obtained form Ambienter (previously described pan-myxovirus inhibitor 09167; ref. 57 To quantify the effect of compound on cell metabolic activity, cells were incubated in the presence of serial compound dilutions (30 μM highest) for 44 h, then subjected to a nonradioactive cytotoxicity assay (CytoTox 96; Promega) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Assay values were normalized to vehicle (DMSO) controls according to % toxicity = 100 -100 × (sample − reference)/(vehicle − reference).
Time-of-Addition Assays. HEp-2 cells were spin-inoculated (1,000 × g; 30 min; 4°C; MOI = 10 pfu/mL) with purified recRSV A2-L19F-ren. Compound was added at the specified times preinfection or postinfection, and luciferase activities determined 26 h after infection. Reference samples received volume equivalents of vehicle (DMSO).
Minireplicon Reporter Assay. Based on a described pT7-RSV-luciferase minigenome reporter (36) , an RSV minigenome construct was generated under the control of the constitutive RNA pol I promoter (pHH-RSV-repl-firefly). Huh-7 cells were cotransfected with this plasmid and plasmids pRSV-L, pRSV-M2-1, pRSV-N, and pRSV-P under CMV promoter control. Compounds GPAR-3710 or JMN3-003 were added in serial dilutions, luciferase reporter activities were determined 40 h after transfection, and EC 50 concentrations were calculated as above if possible.
End-Point Cell-to-Cell Fusion Assay. A dual split-protein cell content mixing assay was used to quantify the extent of cell-to-cell fusion mediated by RSV F. For transfection, 293T cells received plasmid DNA encoding eGFP-renilla luciferase dual-split fusion proteins DSP 1-7 or DSP 8-11 (37) , respectively. One cell population also received plasmid DNA encoding RSV L19F or, for control, MeV F and H proteins (35) . Cell populations were mixed at an equal ratio 4 h after transfection and incubated in the presence of the specified amounts of GPAR-3710 for 26 h. Activity of reconstituted luciferase were quantified after loading of cells with 10 μM ViviRen (Promega) for 30 min.
Virus Entry Kinetics Assay. To determine infection kinetics, 293T cells transfected with the plasmids encoding the DSP 1-7 or DSP 8-11 (37) , respectively, were mixed at equal ratios, preloaded with EnduRen life cell substrate as described (60) , and spin-inoculated with recRSV A2-L19F (1,000 × g; 30 min; 4°C; MOI = 6 pfu per cell) in the presence of GPAR-3710 or DMSO. Activity of reconstituted luciferase was recorded at the specified time points.
Kinetic Cell-to-Cell Fusion Assay. The DSP 1-7 and DSP [8] [9] [10] [11] expression plasmids were transfected into 293T cells, and transfected cells were detached and reseeded in an equal ratio. Cells were then transfected with standard or mutant RSV L19-F-encoding plasmids, loaded with EnduRen luciferase sub-strate as above, and incubated at 32°C or 37°C. Luciferase activity was recorded at the specified time points. Virus Adaptation. HEp-2 cells were infected with recRSV A2-L19F-mKate2 at an MOI of 0.1 pfu per cell and incubated in the presence 0.1 μM GPAR-3710. When extensive red fluorescence emerged, fresh cell monolayers were reinfected with 10-fold diluted cell-associated virions in the presence of increasing compound concentrations. Total RNA was extracted (RNeasy purification kit; Qiagen) from individually adapted clones when GPAR-3710 concentrations of 30 μM were tolerated, cDNAs were generated by using random hexamer primers, and the F-encoding ORF were amplified and subjected to DNA sequencing. Candidate mutations were rebuilt in RSV-L19F expression plasmids and subjected to cell-to-cell fusion assays in the presence of compound. Selected confirmed mutations were rebuilt in the pSynkRSV A2-L19F-mKate2 plasmid background and the corresponding recombinants were recovered.
Surface Biotinylation, SDS/PAGE, and Immunoblotting. Protein surface expression was determined as described (61) with the following modifications: 293T cells (8× 10 5 per well in a six-well plate format) were transfected with 2 μg of plasmid DNA encoding the specified RSV F construct. Washed cells were biotinylated with 0.5 mg/mL sulfosuccinimidyl-2-(biotinamido)ethyl-1,3-dithiopropionate (Pierce), quenched, and subjected to precipitation by using immobilized streptavidin (GE Healthcare) after lysis in RIPA buffer (1% sodium deoxycholate, 1% Nonidet P-40, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris·Cl at pH 7.2, 10 mM EDTA, 50 mM sodiumfluoride, and protease inhibitors). Washed precipitates were fractioned by SDS/PAGE, blotted onto PVDF membranes (GE Healthcare), and F protein material was immunostained by using the motavizumab monoclonal antibody. Immunoblots were developed by using a ChemiDoc digital imaging system (Bio-Rad) and subjected to densitometry quantification by using the Image Lab software package (Bio-Rad).
Fusion Core Assay. Standard and mutant recRSV A2-L19F were grown at 32°C. Cell-free viral particles were harvested, pelleted, resuspended, and purified by ultracentrifugation through a 20%/60% (wt/vol) one-step sucrose gradient, and subjected to cold extraction of native plasma membrane proteins by using Native Sample Buffer [100 mM Tris·Cl at pH 8.6, 10% (vol/vol) glycerol, 0.0025% Bromophenol Blue, 0.1% digitonin, and 25 mM iodoacetamide], and clearance centrifugation (20,000 × g; 15 min; 4°C). Extracts were mixed with Laemmli sample buffer with 0.5% SDS and fractionated on 3-8% (wt/vol) NuPAGE TrisAcetate gradient gels (Life Technologies), followed by immunoblotting as above.
Temperature Sensitivity Assay. Standard and resistant recRSV A2-L19F strains as specified were divided into equal aliquots, which either were frozen at −80°C or incubated at the indicated temperature for 24 h followed by freezing, and remaining virus titers were determined by TCID 50 titration.
In Vivo Infection. BALB/cJ mice (Jackson Laboratories) were anesthetized by i.m. injection of a ketamine-xylazine solution and infected intranasally with 1 × 10 5 pfu of recRSV A2-L19F, recRSV A2-L19F D401E, or recRSV A2-L19F D489E . All animal procedures were performed according to the guidelines of the Emory University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Lung Titers. Mice were euthanized day 4 after infection (p.i.), and the left lung lobe was extracted, weighed, and homogenized by using a BeadBeater (Biospec Products). Homogenates were serially diluted, transferred to HEp-2 cells, and cells were overlaid 1 h p.i. with minimum essential medium (MEM) containing 10% (vol/vol) FBS, penicillin G, streptomycin sulfate, amphotericin B solution, and 0.75% methylcellulose. Six days p.i., cells were fixed with methanol and plaques were visualized by immunodetection as described (40, 42) .
Mucin Expression. Mice were euthanized with fatal-plus 8 d p.i. (40, 42) , and heart-lung tissue was harvested and fixed in 10% formalin. Lung tissue sections embedded in paraffin blocks were stained with periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) stain to visualize mucin expression. PAS-stained slides were digitally scanned by using a Zeiss Mirax Midi microscope (Carl Zeiss Microimaging).
Statistical Analysis. To determine active concentrations from dose-response curves, four parameter variable slope regression modeling was performed by using the Prism (GraphPad) software package. Results were expressed as 50% or 90% inhibitory concentrations with 95% asymmetrical confidence intervals. Statistical significance of differences between sample groups were assessed by one-way or two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) in combination with Bonferroni multiple comparison posttests as specified in the figure legends. Experimental uncertainties are identified by error bars, representing SD or SEM as specified.
